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In the last few clays one anti-submarine vessel and nine enemy

supply ships have been destroyed in the central Mediterranean by H.M.
Submarines, One northbound transport and another large vessel have been

successfully attacked, and it is considered that their destruction is

probable, another small enemy vessel was attacked and damaged.

The enemy anti-submarine vessel was engaged and sunk by gunfire off

the eastern Tunisian coast, In the same area five small supply ships
were also attacked by gunfire and sunk; A small supply ship was gunned

and driven ashore, becoming a total loss, and another was damaged, A

large tug was also severely damaged by gunfire, beached and abandoned by
its crew.

Also off the Tunisian coast two small enemy supply ships were

torpedoed and sunk.

During these operations, ineffectual fire was experienced from what,
at the tine, was thought to he the enemy’s shore batteries. It is

presumed that it was this to which the enemy referred in a recent broadcast,
when he claimed that gunfire from armoured patrol cars had destroyed a

British submarine.

Off Djerba one of our submarines attacked a large north-bound enemy

transport under escort. This ship was severely damaged and is believed

to have later sunk.

A large enemy vessel of the type normally used as a transport was

hit in the Straits of Messina while in tow of two tugs* The result of

this attack could not be completely observed as enemy escort vessels, made

a heavy, but ineffective, counter-attack on the submarine. Two hits,

however, were made with torpedoes and it is considered probable that the

transport later sank.

These successes, were achieved by submarines under the command of

Commander B. Bryant, D.S.C., R.N., Lieut. A.C.G. Mars, D.S.
O.,

R.N.,
Lieut. H.B. Turner, R.N., Lieut. M.G.R. Lumby, R.N., Lieut. E.T. Stanley,

D.S.C., R.N.
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The German Broadcast referred to above was as follows:

Transocean (DLG) in English for Far East 1511, 2nd February, 1943.

German Patrol Cars Sink British Submarine off Tunisia

Berlin: For the first time German armoured patrol cars

succeeded in sinking a British submarine.

The sky was overcast over the Gulf of Hammamet and the lookout

of an armoured patrol car base was scouring the horizon through his

telescope. Suddenly Lieut. Heine spotted a submarine far out to

sea* Some men on board were just manning its cannon* Heine gave

quick orders to his men who hurried to their patrol cars. Soon their

cannon shots were speeding across the water. Meanwhile the submarine

had done considerable damage to an Italian tug passing by. One of the

crew of the submarine was hit by a tracer bullet from Heine's group

and fell overboard. The two other men tried to climb into the turret,

Meanwhile two other patrol cars had joined in the shelling, The

submarine dived and then raised its periscope to see what was

happening* Time and again itwashit and had to come to the surface

again* German shells now riddled its hull, and turning turtle it

disappeared in shallow water to sink to the bottom, Lieut. Heine’s

report concluded.
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